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SMarTsol is a privately owned company founded in 2012 by a group of 
Mexican Leaders with the clear purpose to make a differentiator of the 
Technology-Services Companies for the High Technology  Industry  in  
Mexico.

We know the current industry requirements to have less product 
touches, lower manufacturing cost and robust processes, We analyze 
the customer needs in order to propose the most modern and attractive 
solutions.

Our portfolio includes only premium brands, also we provide all the 
technical support for our customers including spare parts distribution. 

 
Our team of professionals will provide global best practices of the 
industry at a local level, providing technical expertise to all our 
customers. Our objective is to create integrated strategies to enable our 
customers to a higher competitive advantage level. 



Smart, Simple, Safe

Is an innovation-based intelligent robot, with an expert 
team from relevant fields, including machinery, 
electronics, control, software, and vision. To break the 
limits of traditional robots is our direction, to lower the 
integration cost of robot application systems is our goal, 
to set a collaborative robot standard in the new era is our 
mission, and to raise corporate productivity and 
competitiveness as our vision. In conclusion, we will bring 
the robot to SMEs and provide large enterprises with 
flexible production solutions. 

Robot equipped with Build-in Vision System

Is equipped with a built-in vision system, which integrates 
both hardware and software perfectly. You don’t need to 
worry about how to integrate these complicated vision 
components by yourself, something that always costs a 
lot of time and money.

TM Robot

          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                    tm-robot.com/          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                    www.tm-robot.com
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Performance, Efficiency, Flexibility, 

Scalability –new DEK printing platforms 
set standards. Global EMS companies, 
local OEMs, high-volume producers, 
quality-oriented contract manufacturers–ASM 
that put you ahead of the competition.

NEW DEK NeoHorizon
Modular and powerful
With their flexible configuration options, DEK Neo Horizon printers are 
easily adjustable to meet your specific requirements. Whether DEK 
NeoHorizon back-to-back, understencil cleaning, conveyors, paste roll 
height control, clamping systems or verification systems – mixing and 
matching options is quick and easy.

Screen Printers for SMT & 
Semiconductor Industry  
Always The Right Solution 
For Your Production

          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                    www.asm-smt.com
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High-volume production with maximum precision in a tiny footprint

SIPLACE X-Series

NEW SIPLACE TX

SIPLACE SX-Series
For highly flexible on-demand production
Our solution for EMS providers and OEMs who want maximum speed and 
flexibility. For quality-oriented SMT production in industries like automotive, 
telecommunication infrastructure, controls/automation and medical 
technology.

For demanding high-volume production
The latest generation of our ultimate high-performance platform. The global 
benchmark solution for high-volume production: mobile phones, tablets.

The extremely compact and flexibly scalable modules of the SIPLACE TX set 
new standards in many areas: maximum performance, maximum floorspace 
productivity, and the world’s first solution for the high-volume placement of 
super-small 0201(m) components.

          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                    www.asm-smt.com

The perfect machine
for the smart factory
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BTU’s Controlled Atmosphere Furnace has the industry’s lowest Cost of Ownership 
and features process temperatures up to 1180°C. BTU’s automated thermal controls 
utilize segmented heaters to optimize thermal performance resulting in thermal  
uniformity better than +/-2°C. The system also features flexible atmosphere with 
Argon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen  or  forming  as  available.

Custom Furnaces: Made in the USA

Leader in In-Line Thermal Processing 

BTU’s Pyramax family of high-throughput convection reflow ovens is widely  
recognized  as  the  global  standard  of  excellence for both printed circuit board 
solder reflow and for semiconductor packaging. The Pyramax features BTU’s 
exclusive closed loop convection control and process temperatures up to 400°C. For  
the most demanding applications Pyramax can provide O2 levels as low as 2ppm  
above  source  in  the  peak  reflow  zone.

The World’s Best Performing Reflow Ovens

          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                   www.btu.com

The Power of Performance
Reflow Ovens & Custom Furnaces

BTU's reflow ovens feature closed loop convection giving
them the industry’s best uniformity and repeatability.
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The  FX-940  inspects  solder  joints  and  verifies correct part assembly  
enabling  users  to  improve  quality  and  increase  through  put.

FX -942 AOI

Configurable  for  all  line  positions,  the  FX-940  is  equally  effective  for  paste, 
pre / post-reflow  and  final  assembly  inspection.

The  FX-942  is  highly  effective  for  selective  solder,  post -wave  and  connec-
tor inspections.  Off-line  programming  maximizes machine utilization and      
real-time  SPC  monitoring  provides  a  valuable  yield  enhancement  solution.

FX-940 AOI

Nordson YESTECH  is  your  1-stop  resource  for automated optical and 
electronics  inspection  systems and equipment (AOI). We offer  a          
comprehensive and versatile line of AOI. Our  unique  technology,  combined  
with  our  focus  on  customer  service  and  satisfaction,  makes  the  Nordson 
YESTECH  line of automated  optical  inspection  systems  the best  value 
available  today.

FX 940  ultra  3D  AOI 

Since  coatings  are  transparent,  units  

Conformal  coatings  used  by  electronic  manufacturers  contain  UV  
indicators  for  the  purpose  of  Inspection.

must  be  viewed  under  black  light  in  
order  to  verify  coverage 

Nordson  YESTECH's  advanced  3D  imaging  technology  offers  high-speed  
PCB  inspection  with  exceptional  defect c  overage.

UV configuration available for FX-940 and FX-942 

 and  non-coverage.

 UV configuration available 
  for FX-940 and FX-942.

FX 940 ultra 3D AOI.

AOI – SPI – Conformal Coat Inspection 
Our full line of inspection systems     
provides fast, accurate and reliable
solution you can count on.



X–ray Inspection 
Systems

X-Plane System Option
X-Plane technology provides high resolution, high magnification CT
functionality anywhere on the board - without cutting the board.

helps to keep exact parts count in production and 
storage areas.

Nordson DAGE, the leaders in X-ray inspection 
for the electronics industry offers the highest 
feature recognition and resolution X-ray systems 
not only within failure  analysis laboratories but 
also within the production environment.

The new Dage Assure (formerly Optical Control)

Nodson Dage Assure, 

•  Communicate  with  ERP  and  MES  systems

parts counting system

•  Make  better  use  of  man  power

•  Drastically  reduce  counting  labor          
•  Eliminate  counting  mistakes
•  More  up-time  production  lines               



AXI for Electronics 
Technologies

 contact@smartsol.mx               www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                www.nordsonmatrix.com

The modular AXI system concept provides the 
unique capability to use several inspection 
technologies in one system. Depending on the 
specific application request, the optimum 
inspection technique can be selected and/or 
combined.

Slice Filter Technique (SFT)

AXI on programmable angle-shots used for high performance BGA and PTH 
inspection

2D – Transmission
Ÿ High-speed inspection technique with up-to 5-6 images/sec. and with 

best high-resolution capability (II,FPD)
Ÿ Transmission is two-dimensional image capturing with a fixed detector 

position, Movable sample tray and movable X-ray tube (z axis) for 
different magnifications.

Matrix patented inspection technique to separate Top and Bottom side for 
double-sided PCB-assembly applications. High-speed technique using first 
side image to filter out from double-side image.

Off-Axis Technology - 2.5D - Oblique View

3D – SART
3D-Tomosynthesis to generate multiple horizontal slices used for high-
dense double-sided  and  multi-chip-modules (MCM,LGA,…)

X2 Transmission (2D)  +  SFTTM
X2.5 Transmission (2D)  +  SFTTM  +  Off-Axis (2.5D)
X3 Transmission (2D)  +  SFTTM  +  Off-Axis (2.5D)  +  3D  SART



Nordson SELECT offers a full spectrum of selective soldering solutions, from 
compact and economical standalone models to multi-station in-line models 
with  uncompromising  high  performance.

Nordson  SELECT understands  both the need for high levels of throughput 
and the ability to adapt the selective soldering process to customer's ever 
changing requirements. As an example, our parallel or double processing 
modes enable fluxing and soldering of two printed circuit boards at the 
same time, effectively doubling  throughput.

Nordson Select 

  contact@smartsol.mx                 www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784               www.nordsonselect.com

Novo series 

Value
Selective Soldering with Compact Footprint and Outstanding 

Selective Soldering System for Large Board and Backplane Soldering

Integra 
Concurrent Fluxing and Preheating for Increased Throughput

Cerno 

Equipment and Solutions for 
Printed Circuit Board Assembly

Selective Soldering 



First

Discover 
Defects

Gen 7
Our most versatile C-SAM
instrument ever!

P300
Introducing the new FastLine™  
series of  C-SAM® systems for 
Production  line use.

contact@smartsol.mx           www.tm-robot.com
contact@smartsol.mx  www.smartsol.mx  +52 333 271 3784  www.nordsonsonoscan.com

Sonoscan is the most 
experienced source in Acoustic 
Microscopy for non-destructive 
internal inspection and analisys

Sonoscan's C-SAM acoustic microscopes are recognized as the 
benchmark for accuracy, and through our SonoLab® division, you'll 
benefit from the unmatched expertise of our dedicated acoustic 
applications engineers. Our engineers represent the leading minds 
in AMI and regularly receive industry recognition and awards.



•Available  in  several  sizes  (width and length.)

• SMEMA  Interface.
•Auto  and/or  manual  width  adjustment.
•Touch screen  and/or  button  type  operation.
•Buzzer,  SMEMA  Interface  LED  Display.
•Compact  Design.
•Durable  Structure  ESD  cover  (optional).

•Customized  automation  equipment.

TYPE
MAGAZINE MAX. PCB SIZE MIN. PCB SIZEL W R

L W L W
S(097) 355 320 570 330 250 50 50
Y(096) 460 400 575 440 330 50 65
L(093) 535 460 570 530 375 50 60

XL(100) 535 530 575 530 460 50 100
2XL(101) 620 530 575 610 460 50 100
SW(099) 620 320 575 600 236 50 60

Board handling 
& Automation 

contact@smartsol.mx           www.tm-robot.com
          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                  http://iljinfa.co.kr/eng
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Leader on Routers Machines 

Capable to handle from small up to big boards

Global Presense with Local Support
Variety of Machine configurations

More than 30 years of leadership in Depanalizers

Best in Class Speed 
Unbeateable Repeatability 

High Precision 

Lowest Cost of Ownership

          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                  www.elitego.com.tw



Laser  Cutting  Machine  and  Laser  Marking  Machine
•  PCB
•  Flex  Circuits
•  Metals
•  Plastics

•  Green

•  And  other  materials

Type of Lasers:

•  Fiber
•  Co2

•  UV

marking and cutting 
Laser Solutions for 

contact@smartsol.mx           www.tm-robot.com
   contact@smartsol.mx                      www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                       www.hgtech-laser.com
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Specialists In 
Cleaning Processes 



Automation and Dispensing Robots

 contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                    +52 333 271 3784                    www.quick-global.com
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Automation and Soldering Systems 

contact@smartsol.mx           www.tm-robot.com
 contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                    +52 333 271 3784                    www.quick-global.com



Automation, Hotbar, Screwing 
& Resistance Welding

 contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                    +52 333 271 3784                    www.quick-global.com



contact@smartsol.mx           www.tm-robot.com
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Smart Soldering
Critical Rework
ESD Control
Fume Exhaust



 METALNOX products are Solvent and Aqueous precision cleaning metal finishing 
chemistries specifically formulated for removing tough soils and cleaning metal 
parts used in the Metal Finishing, Industrial and Tooling industries.

Aquanox 
Aquanox line of chemistries are concentrated aqueous cleaning chemistries designed 
for the Electronic Assembly, Aerospace and Automotive industries.  Each product in 
the line has been specially formulated for a variety of cleaning processes and 
purposes such as cleaning circuit boards and printed circuit board cleaning.

Metalnox 

          contact@smartsol.mx                   www.smartsol.mx                     +52 333 271 3784                        www.kyzen.com

Ionox products are semi-aqueous and solvent cleaning chemistries designed to 
remove tough soils from electronic assembly and advanced packaging products.

Ionox 

Cybersolv products are specially formulated for superior performance in 
benchtop, stencil and maintenance cleaning. Whether for rework, oven cleaning 
or stencil cleaning Cybersolv will outperform anything in its class.

Cybersolv

True to the KYZEN name, 
we continously work to improve
the performance of our current
products and to develop new 
products.



Manufactures Solder Paste, 
Liquid and Paste Fluxes,
Solder Bar, Cored & Solid Solder Wire
and More.

          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                    www.aimsolder.com

•  Bar solder
•  Solder paste

•  Cored wire solder

PRODUCTS

AIM Solder is well-equipped to handle the growing need for quality solder 
products, support and service around the globe. With a manufacturing and 
support presence throughout the Americas, Europe, Asia and Australia, 
AIM's rapidly expanding family of customers is assured of a level of quality, 
consistency and dependability unsurpassed in the electronics industry.

•  Cleaners
•  Flux

•  Adhesives

•  Foil
•  Underfills

•  Solid wire solder



          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784              www.thermalpress.com

High-Volume, 
High-Precision 
Thermal Assembly 
Machines and Systems

• Manufacturing  Using  Plastic  Heat.

• Heat  Staking  of  Antennas  in  Hand held  Devices.

• Heatstaking  Process Information.

 

• Automotive  Panel  Heat  Staking.
• Automotive  Dash  Mat  Heat  Staking.

Heat Staking Applications

• Cell  Phones  Assembly  Machines.

• Heat  Staking  Procedures  and  Processes.

• Attaching  Metal  Grilles  and  Screens  to  Plastic  Frames.

• Heatstake  and  Heatseal  New s  and  Information.

• Staking  Processes.



The ability to program points, lines, multi-lines, areas allows the 
engineer to decide how much flux/pressure is required for certain 
solder joints up to complete areas. This capability opens up the 
process window without risking excess of flux residues. Thanks to 
the XY-movement speed up to 1,500 mm/s, the cycle time will be 
up to the standard required for wave soldering mass production 
uxers.
 

contact@smartsol.mx           www.tm-robot.com
          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                      www.interflux.com

The ICSF-Select offers a Total Flux Process control needed for today's more 
demanding and complicated soldering requirements, especially lead-free 
processes. 
•   Environmental friendly
•   Up to 95% less flux usage
•   Less maintenance chemicals
•   Longer life of PCB carriers/pallets
•   Reduction in flux fumes

ICSF-SELECT

•   Solderability Performance
 



The best optics
solutions suppliers

          contact@smartsol.mx                                             www.smartsol.mx                                             +52 333 271 3784

S Series Stereo/ S-FLEX.LED
Best Selling Stereo Binocular Microscope!
The S Series been installed and tested on the field for morethan 10 years.

Featuring a Magnification Range from 6.7x up to 45x!
Systems come standard on a “Flex” Articulated arm with table clamp and 
Led Ring Light with intensity control. All are easily upgraded and 
reconfigurable through additional stands, available lighting, and 
interchangable eyepeices and auxilary lenses.   

E Series Stereo/ E-PST-LED
Low Cost Stereo Binocular Microscope With High Quality Optics;  
Our Entry level system for a standard inspection tasks features a Mag 
Range from 7x up to 30x when used on a economic Post stand with Led 
Ring Light or Fiber Optics.   

N Series Stereo/ N-FLXP-PLZ
The N Series Stereo Binocular Microscope is the best system for a 
standard inspection task features Mag Range from 7x up to 50x,    the N 
is a standard in the medical industry, with a clear image and an ergonomic 
body and position, typically used on a articuated post stand with Led Ring 
Light or Fiber optics.   

S Series Trinoculars
The Best Selling Stereo Trinocular 
Microscope that has  been installed 
and tested on the field for more than 10 
years; with a Mag range from 6.7x up to 
45x, now also as Thru focus with a HD 
camera to document all your work, and 

view these images live on a compact hd screen or on an a 24” HD LED 
monitor. Using accesories this system can go up to 300X on the video port. 

N Series Trinoculars
The N Series Trinocular Microscopes; are one of the best 
ystem for a std inspection Job  with a mag range from 7x up to 50x  
on the eyepieces , and on the Video 
port up to 275x if needed, by adding 
lenses. The N is most used system in 
the industry with a clear image and an 
ergo nomic body and position , to help 
you to document all your work, and see 
it at the same time in both ports.     
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•  Protect productivity 
Super Dry  storage  solutions  you  can  count  on:

•  Safeguard your MSDs in accordance with 
    IPC/JEDEC J-Std-033C handling standards

The SD series of dry cabinets comprises a wide range of models. Thanks to 
their advanced  design, chrome  steel  standard shelves and reliable drying 
units, these  cabinet s  offer  maximum  protection  for  medium  to long-
term storage.

The SDB series of cabinets have been designed as low cost entry-level 
storage cabinets. User-friendly operation and compact construction 
guarantee safe medium to long term storage storage with low humidity 
control  of less than 5% RH.

•  Avoid costly defects

Constantly redefining the capability of humidity reduction technology for 
industries  including  electronics, digital media, laboratories, medical and 
optics.

 Moisture Sensitive Device 
(MSD) Handling Specialist
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Automate your 
Material feeding with 
a robust and efficient 
solution 



          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                  www.elitego.com.tw          contact@smartsol.mx                     www.smartsol.mx                   +52 333 271 3784                  www.robotiq.com

The Smartest Way to 
Automate a Process

The Robotiq Grippers are ideal for basic 
and advanced robotic applications

Contact us to lear more about the different 
gripper options and configurations.



Dicing Peripherals

World-Wide reputation
Leading products with 

•Improve your process 
 stability and accuracy

 and save energy

 partnership and commitment

•Lower production cost 

 for your specific needs
•Customized solutions 

•Gain a long lasting 

          contact@smartsol.mx                      www.smartsol.mx                    +52 333 271 3784                       www.adt-co.com

966 Wafe Mounter
Designed for manual 
mounting of workpieces 
on tapes.

977 Wafe Cleaner
Designed for after-dic ing 
workpiece c leaning 
and drying. 

967 Auto Wafe 
Mounter
Designed for qual ity, 
hands-free mounting 
of workpieces on tapes.
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Innovative Solution in the
World of PCB Cleaning for
removal of ESD & Particles

Dusts and particles on the 
object are contaminated by 
static-electricity. Before 
cleaning the object, 
cleaning machine 
separates particles from 
the object electrically 
through anti-static bar, and 
then specialized high 
polymer cleaning roller 
removes dusts and 
particles. Adhesive roll 
removes contaminants on 
the surface of cleaning 
roller in real-time.
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Smartsol Technologies@smartsol_mxsmartsoltech

www.smartsol.mx

MÉXICO | +52 (33) 3271 3784
               +52 (33) 3271 3779

USA | +1 (619) 900 7517
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